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1 Deciding Growth of Unary Output
The goal of this longer exercise is to prove the following statement relating the growth rate of a function to its dimension
in a specific case.

Let f be an N-polyregular function. The following are equivalent

1. f is computed by anMSO-interpretation of dimension d.
2. The growth rate of f isO(nd).

Exercise 1 (Playing with unary output). Prove the following equivalence:

1. f is N-polyregular (resp. Z-polyregular) of dimension d

2. f is aZ-linear combination (resp. N-linear combination) of of functions of the form#φwhereφ is anMSO-formula
with at most d variables.

Exercise 2 (A non-result). Is the following function N-polyregular? Z-polyregular?

f(w) := (|w|a − |w|b)
2 .

Exercise 3 (Simple operations). Let f and g be two N-polyregular functions. Prove that f × g is N-polyregular, where
f × g is defined by (f × g)(w) := f(w) × g(w). Similarly, prove that f ⊗ g is N-polyregular, where f ⊗ g is defined
by (f ⊗ g)(w) :=

∑
uv=w f(u)× g(v).

Exercise 4 (Alternative definition). Prove that for all n ∈ N, we have Z-Polyn+1 = Span({1L ⊗ f | f ∈ Z-Polyn}).

Exercise5 (Polyregular Functions andMatrices). Letf be aZ-rational series definedby aminimal representation (I, µ, F ).
Letw ∈ Σ∗ and λ ∈ Spec(µ(w)). There exist coefficients αi,j ∈ C and words u1, v1, . . . , un, vn ∈ Σ∗ such that

λX =

n∑
i,j=1

αi,jf(viw
Xuj) ∀X ≥ 0 .

Toprove the statement, you canuse the fact that in aminimal representation, and therefore thatSpanQ({µ(w)F | u ∈ Σ∗})
equalsQn . Similarly, for a minimal representation, SpanQ({Iµ(w) | u ∈ Σ∗}) equalsQn .
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Exercise 6 (Series of Polynomial Growth). Let f be a Z-rational series of growth rateO(nd). Prove that f is Z-polyregular
of dimension d.

You may use the following corollary of [BR10, Corollary 2.6 page 159] stating

Let f be a Z-rational series of growth rateO(nd). Then f belongs to span of the products of at most q + 1
characteristic series of rational languages.

Exercise 7 (Ultimately polynomial functions). Let f be a function fromΣ∗ toZ. Prove that the following are equivalent:

1. f is a Z-rational series that has polynomial growth,

2. f is a Z-rational series that is ultimately N-polynomial,

3. f is a Z-rational series with eigenvalues inU ∪ {0},

4. f is a Z-rational series with eigenvalues inB(0, 1).

Where ultimately N-polynomial means that for all pumping patterns, there exists a polynomial P such that

f(α0w
NX1
1 α1w

NX2
2 . . . αn−1w

NXn
n αn) = P (X1, . . . , Xn) when theXi ’s are large enough .

You may use the following corollary of [Bel05, Theorem 2.6] stating

LetA be a finite set of d × d complex matrices and ⟨A⟩ be the semigroup generated byA. Assume that all
the eigenvalues of the elements of ⟨A⟩ are in or on the unit disc. Then for any matrix norm ∥ · ∥, and product
P of at most nmatrices inA, ∥P∥ = O(nd−1).

Exercise 8 (Growth of Unary Output). Let f be an N-polyregular function. Prove the following equivalences:

1. f is computed by anMSO-interpretation of dimension d,

2. f is not (d+ 1)-pumpable,

3. f has growth rateO(nd).

Where a function is d-pumpable if there exists a family of words such that

f(α0w
X1
1 α1w

X2
2 . . . αn−1w

Xn
n αn) = Ω(|X1 + · · ·+Xn|d) .

To that end, you may use the forest factorisation theorem of Simon, which states that for all N-polyregular functions
f , there exists a regular function g from Σ∗ to trees of bounded depth such that f(w) = h ◦ g(w) where h counts the
number of patterns of certain shapes in the tree.

Exercise 9 (Growth when negative values are allowed). Let f be a Z-polyregular function. Prove the following equiva-
lences:

1. f is computed by anMSO-interpretation of dimension d,

2. f is not (d+ 1)-pumpable,

3. f has growth rateO(nd).

Use the following decomposition of f into fdep + findep where fdep counts independent tuples of variables, and findep
counts dependent tuples of variables. Then, conclude by induction.
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2 Compression
Exercise 10 (Straight line program evaluation). Let e be the evaluation function from straight line programs to strings. Is
e a polyregular function?

▷ Solution 1 (Solution)

Exercise 11 (Efficient compression). What is theminimal size (number of instructions) needed to express prefixes(an) as
a straight line program?

▷ Hint 1
▷ Solution 2 (Solution)

Exercise 12 (Straight-line homomorphic programs). A function f is straight-line homomorphic if there exists a polynomial
time algorithm P such that for all straight line programX , f(e(X)) = e(P (X)), where e is the expansion function.

1. Prove that prefixes is not straight-line homomorphic.

2. Prove that regular functions are straight-line homomorphic.

▷ Solution 3 (Proof of the first implication)
▷ Solution 4 (Sketch of the second implication using Monoids)
▷ Solution 5 (Proof of the second implication using Krohn–Rhodes decompositions)

3 Cheat-Sheet
Definition 1 (Rational Series). Recall that a rational series is a triple (I, µ, F ) where I is a vector of initial values, µ is a
matrix of transitions, and F is a vector of final values. The function f associated to the rational series is defined by

f(w) := Iµ(w)F .

If the coefficients are restricted to belong toN,Z orQ, we call them respectively N-rational series, Z-rational series, and
Q-rational series.

Definition 2 (Grwoth rate). Let f : Σ∗ → Γ∗ , its growth rate is a function that maps n ∈ N to the maximal value of
|f(w)| forw ∈ Σn .

Definition 3 (Dimension). In this exercise sheet, an interpretation of dimension d is an MSO-interpretation where the
maximal arity of the polynomial functor describing the domain is d.

Definition 4 (Z-Polyregular Functions). A function f is Z-polyregular if there exists a polyregular function g : Σ∗ →
{−1,+1}∗ such that f(w) =

∑
(g(w)) for all w ∈ Σ∗ . If the function g has outputs in {1}∗ , then it is called N-

polyregular. Furthermore, if the function g is star-free (i.e., first-order) then we say that f is Z-star-free (resp. N-star-free).
This provides us with the following table of functions

{−1,+1}∗ {1}∗

Polyregular Z-polyregular (Z-Poly) N-polyregular (N-Poly)
Star-free Z-star-free (Z-SF) N-star-free (N-SF)

Definition 5 (Straight line program). A straight line program over an alphabetΣ is a finite sequence of instructions of the
form xi := u where u is a single letter, or xi := xjxk with i > j, k. The value of a straight line program is the value of
the last variable.
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A Hints
Hint 1 (Exercise 11 What about variables containing two hashes?). Let xi be a variable in a straight line program that
evaluates to prefixes(an) and that contains a string with two hashes. Can it be used twice?
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B Solutions
Solution 1 (Solution to Exercise 10). The function e is not polyregular, because e can have exponential size output, for
instance by compressing an intoO(log(n)) operations.

Solution 2 (Solution to Exercise 11). We prove that a straight line program that evaluates to a factor of prefixes(an) having
k hashes must contain at least k variables evaluating to words containing at least two hashes.

Let us first remark that every variable in the straight line program containing more than one hash can only be used
once, as otherwise the output word contains two hash-separated words of the same size, which contradicts the definition
of prefixes(an).

For the base case, if the factor contains at least one hash, then the straight line program must contain at least one
instruction.

For the induction, let xℓ be the last variable of the straight line program. It cannot be a constant assignment because the
factor contains at least two hashes. Therefore, xℓ = xixj for some i, j < ℓ. By the induction hypothesis, xi and xj . If xi

contains at least two hashes, then it can only be used once, and xi ̸= xj , otherwise, xj contains a factor of prefixes(an)
with at least k hashes, but of smaller size and we proceed by induction. Now, because xi and xj are distinct variables, and
because every variable containing at least two hashes can only be used once, we can partition the variables of the straight
line program into three sets: the ones containing at most one hash, the ones containing at least two hashes used to build xi ,
and the ones containing at least two hashes used to build xj . Using the induction hypothesis we conclude as desired.

Solution3 (Solution to Exercise 12). It is clear thatprefixes is not straight-line homomorphic becauseprefixes(an) cannot
be compressed in less thann instructions, whilean can be compressed inO(log(n)) instructions. If prefixeswere straight-
line homomorphic, then the compression of prefixes(an) would be doable inO(P (log(n))) instructions.

Solution 4 (Solution to Exercise 12). For the second part. Let f be computed by a copyless SST with states Q, registers
{1, . . . , n}, and output function F . The sketch of the proof is as follows: we construct the transition monoid of the SST,
and prove that we can encode it inside a straight line program.

To a wordw we associate the function fromQ× (Γ∗)n → Q× (Γ∗)n that maps a state q and a tuple of registers r
to the state q′ and the tuple of registers r′ that the SST would be in after readingw starting in state q and with registers r.
Note that this monoid is finitely generated, but is not finite, because of the unbounded values in the registers.

However, the program is copyless, meaning that the value in a register is a function of the form r′i ← α0rj0α1rj1 . . .
where theα’s are constants inΓ∗ , and the indices jk are distinct. In particular, since we can only use each register once, we
have at most n+ 1 words α0, . . . , αn in the update function.

Now, we will encode the transition of a word w in a straight line program by using variables yi,q,r that encode the ith
wordα in the update function of the register r after readingw if starting in state q. These can be composed to simulate the
transition of the SST on the input word.

This new straight-line program is constructed in polynomial time.

Solution 5 (Solution to Exercise 12). Remark that functions that can be efficiently evaluated over compressed strings are
closed under composition. Therefore, it is enough to prove that the basic functions in a Krohn–Rhodes decomposition can
be evaluated efficiently.

It is clear that any homomorphism can be efficiently evaluated. For mealy machines, it is very simple, as one can encode
the transition monoid inside the decomposition. For map-duplicate and map-reverse, a simple straight-line program can be
constructed.
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